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      Strategies to increase daily, weekly, and quarterly player count; and Increase New and Reoccurring Membership subscriptions This document is a framework based on industry trends and modern marketing philosophy to bring Planetside 2 into the modern era of free-to-play gaming. The suggestions in this document are based on the philosophy of maximizing return and minimizing workload for the development team. All of these suggestions attempt to work around existing core game mechanics to add verity to the gameplay loop, as well as add value to paid memberships to increase sign-ups. Daily Fight/login rewards • Have a random reward, possibly certs or augments, after completing the first battle that day. After a set number of log-ins (30/50/100 for example example), the player is rewarded with exclusive cosmetics only available through the daily rewards ▪ Cosmetic rewards could be faction specific and are unlocked on a character by character basis • Members have a higher tier reward pool and will be rewarded with cosmetics at faster intervals. All cosmetic rewards would be member exclusive versions, and only available through logging in/battling. ▪ This visually markets member subscriptions to non-members in game with really cool and exclusive cosmetics ▪ Creates incentive for players to subscribe for multiple months ▪ Adds value to the Subscription • The goal of these daily rewards is to increase daily login numbers and keep players engaged with the game on a day to day basis. • The rewards must be worth the work, and testing will have to be done to determine which rewards and missions players will be more willing to complete, and which are being skipped. Negligence here will result in a poor return on the project. Daily Directives • Each player will be given the option to complete limited time challenges for rewards such as kills with a certain weapon, hacking enemy terminals, specific vehicle destruction, etc. These missions would re-set every day, and players would have the option to “re-roll” a mission once per day. ▪ Avoid location or battle specific missions such as biolab captures or faction specific targets to reduce frustration due to population uncertainty ▪ Daily rewards could include XP or other rewards like a temporary resources buff or could be augment related. • Members daily missions give higher rewards for completion, and can be “re-rolled” more often. This would be a good opportunity to also add member-specific challenges so dedicated players have more verity available to them. Continental “Alerts” Overhaul • Overhaul the Alert system to have greater effect on the gameplay by adding alert specific objectives to key locations on the continent, focusing on Tech plants, Amp stations, and their surrounding outposts. These objectives unlock once the alert starts, and could include new teleport/spawn rooms, vehicle based objectives, etc. ▪ Effects would be contextual to the location • EXAMPLE: Amp station attackers would capture and hold a server room to upload a virus which breaks terminals and turrets on neighboring lattice nodes. The server room is only accessible after completing a secondary objective (Marked on the map) • During the alert, the Amp station gets overloaded, giving buffs to the defending team who are within the territory and neighboring territories. These buffs could include faster mounted turret reloads, lower shield recharge time, or other benefits only available during the alert. ▪ Possibilities include adding rooms or tunnels to existing locations, opening up new paths to different objectives, or adding secondary objectives at outposts. Weekly Outfit Missions • These are missions that are outfit wide, and are completed by any outfit members playing the game. • The leader/top officers of the outfit will have an option to select one or two outfit missions, based on the kind of play that outfit enjoys. Some examples could include: ▪ Fly X-km with 3 or more outfit members in a Galaxy (Accumulative) ▪ Destroy x number of vehicles while in a vehicle ▪ Kill x number of enemy forces • Completion amounts would be based on the size of active members of the outfit who have logged in within the last 30 days. • Subscribed Members who run Outfits will be given extra bonuses and missions for their group to complete. These bonuses would be outfit wide, encouraging outfit leaders to subscribe for larger benefit to their team. Quarterly Events: • Running in-game events is important to keeping your player-base engaged and interested. Hosting an event every quarter would mean marketing to new players and a great opportunity to push paid memberships, which would receive many extra bonuses during the event. ▪ Incentives like double XP, the ability to earn cosmetics or other high tier rewards is a great marketing opportunity to entice new players ▪ Members exclusive reward tiers, extended double XP time or Triple XP, and member exclusive versions of unlockable event cosmetics would incentivise memberships by adding value long-term. Also a perfect marketing opportunity for memberships. • Events would slightly change the look of the game, offer specific items for sale (Like the snowballer or Firework Launcher) and create faction wide goals to achieve, with each faction receiving a reward based on their performance in the event. ▪ Temporary changes in gameplay mechanics to freshen up the gameplay loop • Example: The Vanu have uncovered and unleashed an ancient gravity altering spaceship that lowers the gravity on the planet. Large ground-to- space weapons have been installed throughout the continents. Controlling the weapons does a certain amount of damage to the spaceship. The team with the most damage done at the end of the event will get a prize. The guns need at least 2 people on the same team to be within the territory to fire. ▪ The events must cover all continents (The snowmen events on Esamir are a perfect example of limited scope limiting interest) ▪ These events would be timed to maximize return for the end of the quarter for investors. ▪ Keeping this event schedule consistent is imperative to maintaining paid membership goals, as consistent events will encourage subscriptions, but failure to be consistent or innovative will only decrease the perceived value of a membership. 
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